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Customer：I have some questions to ask.
Clerk

：Yes, what is it?

Customer：We'd like to go overseas for our honeymoon.
Clerk

：Where in particular would you like to go?

Customer：We don't have much time so we were thinking of a place like Guam.
Clerk

：When is your wedding and when do you intend to leave for the trip?

Customer：The wedding ceremony is on April 29th, therefore we wouldn't mind leaving any day after May
1st.
Clerk

：So if you were to leave on May 1st how long would you like to stay?

Customer：It'd be all right if we can make it back during the long holidays so something like 3 nights
after May 1st should do.
Clerk

：What is your budget?

Customer：How about 250,000 yen for both of us?
Clerk

：250,000 yen for the two of you should be more than enough.
Are you hoping to join a pack tour?

Customer：Pack tours are not exactly our idea of traveling.
Clerk

：Is that right, anyhow since your budget is a fairly good one I guess you don't have to go
on a pack tour. Is there any particular hotel you'd like to stay at?

Customer：There's no particular hotel that we'd like to stay at but, we'd like to do some sea bathing
and so we'd prefer a hotel that is near the beach. And also being a honeymoon we'd like to
stay at a place that also serves delicious meals.
Clerk

：Now, there's a hotel known as PIC, how about that? It is well facilitated and is close to
the beach, therefore I'm almost sure that you'll appreciate it.

Customer：Concretely speaking, what kind of facilities does it have?
Clerk

：You can enjoy playing golf, tennis and wind surfing within the precincts of the hotel.
And it also has bars and restaurants.

Customer：Is the beach its own private one?
Clerk

：That's right.

Customer：So they can lend us the equipment for marine sports?
Clerk

：There's a course for scuba diving so it should be possible to enjoy marine sports as well.

Customer：Now, I was wondering what class the hotel is.
Since it's a honeymoon we were thinking of staying in a somewhat high class hotel.
Clerk

：PIC is one of the best hotels in Guam so you shouldn't have any problems.

Customer：OK. Then, settling for that as the hotel, would you organize everything for us including
the means of transportation from Japan?
Clerk

：You mean from Narita to Guam? Or do you mean handling everything, from beginning to end?

Customer：I meant the means of transportation after arrival in Guam to the hotel and any other
necessary transportation system. And if you can handle the transportation within Japan,
then please do so.
Clerk

：I'm afraid you'll have to go to Narita on your own. Now, you said you're not in favor of

package tours but how about joining a package tour just on the flights and operating freely
on the rest of your trip?
Customer：We'd hate to be roll called in the plane and at the airport.
That's why we'd like to avoid honeymoon package tours.
It's embarrassing.
Clerk

：But, pack tours are cheaper and you also get the benefit of being picked up and sent to the
airport. How's that?

Customer：How much cheaper is it?
Clerk

：Between 30% and 40% cheaper than the usual air fare.

Customer：Is it that different?
The hotel charge is separate from the package one, right?
Clerk

：No, the hotel charge is also included and becomes cheaper by 20%.

Customer：How much would the complete trip cost?
Clerk

：It'd be in the range of 200,000 yen for both of you.

Customer：Is that so? It'd be nice to be able to go for that much.
The rest would just be the costs incurred out there, right?
Clerk

：Yes, you can transfer the balance to your entertainment budget.

Customer：All right. Could you please tell me their dates of departure?
Clerk

：OK. How about sending you some pamphlets with the necessary details so that you can make a
choice?

Customer：Do we still have time to choose our favorable departure dates?
Clerk

：This season of the year is usually packed but you still have some time.・・・・・・・・・・・・・

